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Abstract (294 words) 

Very brief opportunistic interventions for smoking cessation are effective, cost-saving for 

health systems, and universally recommended in guidelines. However, evidence suggests 

that clinicians are reluctant to intervene, citing interactional difficulties. Only one UK study 

has specifically examined smoking discussions, within naturally occurring primary care 

consultations. However smoking cessation treatment was not available at the time. We 

examined existing datasets amounting to 519 video-recordings of GP consultations in 

England for instances of talk about smoking. We used conversation analytic methods to 

assess patients’ responses to doctors asking about smoking, giving advice on smoking, and 

offering cessation treatment. In 31 recordings it was apparent that the patient smoked, and, 

in 25/31 consultations, doctors initiated the topic of smoking. They did so by asking about 

smoking status, commonly during the history-taking phase of the consultation. In many 

instances, these questions led to active resistance from patients against being placed in a 

discreditable category, for example by minimising their smoking. This was more pronounced 

when GPs pursued efforts to quantify the amount smoked. Thereafter, where doctors 

returned to the topic of smoking, they did so typically by linking smoking to the patient’s 

medical condition, which likewise led to resistance. Guidance recommends that GPs advise 

on how best to quit smoking where patients are interested in doing so, but this was only 

evident in a minority of consultations. Where GPs offered support for cessation, they did so 

using interactional practices that minimised the need for the patient to respond and thereby 

accept. Interactional difficulties were found to be common in consultations between GPs 

and people who smoke when GPs actions aligned with some VBA guidelines. Future 

research should examine when and how advice on how best to quit, and offers of support, 

should be delivered within primary care consultations. 
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Introduction 

Over one billion people smoke, which makes it one of the main causes of preventable early 

disability and death in the world (GBD 2019 Tobacco Collaborators, 2021), shortening life-

expectancy and bringing forward disability by around 10-11 years (Pirie et al., 2013). Smoking 

cessation, even in mid-life or later, can prevent much of this early onset disease (Pirie et al., 

2013), making cessation the focus of policies to reduce preventable smoking-related deaths 

in the next fifty years (Jha, 2020). Cessation is triggered by a range of tobacco control policies 

and by people’s health and other concerns (Vangeli et al., 2011), but providing support, 

either behavioural or pharmacological, can increase the likelihood of smoking cessation 

attempts succeeding (Cahill et., 2013).  

 

Iverson (2017) argued that sociological insights can contribute to decision-making regarding 

the type and delivery of smoking cessation support, highlighting the irrelevancy of a social-

cognition approach to understanding and addressing (i.e. changing smokers’ behaviour 

through education of risks) smoking behaviour, as people are typically aware of how smoking 

may affect their health (e.g. Butler et al. 1998). Instead, sociologists argue that the symbolic 

value people place on smoking, their accumulated dispositions over time, and constraints 

within their lives are more fitting explanations for why smokers are willing or able to quit. 

Despite such evidence, previous models of how to communicate with patients about smoking 

rely on the social-cognition model (e.g. cf. Baum and Fisher 2014; HOD, 2004, SoS, 2011; 

White et al., 2013). However, recently, the Very Brief Advice (VBA) Intervention approach, 

has acknowledged the redundancy (and counter-benefits) to detailing the reasons for 

quitting to patients.  

 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1467-9566.12588?casa_token=p78ZUi9EW3YAAAAA%3AqDWIT2mxzsDYnmyGyZ4RmMsrkOSK6NbHV6H4z4frtILea8PFtdXZKJTaT-K3cdDC06n_BBjJ6KSgrsLo#shil12588-bib-0004
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1467-9566.12588?casa_token=p78ZUi9EW3YAAAAA%3AqDWIT2mxzsDYnmyGyZ4RmMsrkOSK6NbHV6H4z4frtILea8PFtdXZKJTaT-K3cdDC06n_BBjJ6KSgrsLo#shil12588-bib-0003
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1467-9566.12588?casa_token=p78ZUi9EW3YAAAAA%3AqDWIT2mxzsDYnmyGyZ4RmMsrkOSK6NbHV6H4z4frtILea8PFtdXZKJTaT-K3cdDC06n_BBjJ6KSgrsLo#shil12588-bib-0017
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1467-9566.12588?casa_token=p78ZUi9EW3YAAAAA%3AqDWIT2mxzsDYnmyGyZ4RmMsrkOSK6NbHV6H4z4frtILea8PFtdXZKJTaT-K3cdDC06n_BBjJ6KSgrsLo#shil12588-bib-0033
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1467-9566.12588?casa_token=p78ZUi9EW3YAAAAA%3AqDWIT2mxzsDYnmyGyZ4RmMsrkOSK6NbHV6H4z4frtILea8PFtdXZKJTaT-K3cdDC06n_BBjJ6KSgrsLo#shil12588-bib-0035
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 VBA Interventions are designed to both prompt quit attempts and increase the chances of 

success (Anonymous et al., 2012; Stead et al., 2013), and to be cost-saving for health services 

(Feenstra et al., 2005). They now form the foundation of clinical practice guidelines around 

the world (NICE, 2018; US Preventive Services Task Force, 2021). In the US and other 

countries, clinicians are asked to do 5A’s- Ask whether a person smokes; Advise a person to 

quit because of the health benefits; Assess readiness to stop smoking; Assist with cessation 

and Arrange follow-up. England has adopted a shorter and slightly different approach, 

termed the 3As - Ask a person whether s/he smokes, Advise on how best to quit, and Act on 

the patient’s response (refer to a behavioural support programme and/or prescribe 

pharmacotherapy, if appropriate to do so) (Public Health England, 2020). The aim is that VBA 

can be delivered within 30 seconds, making it practicable for general practice, with a typical 

consultation length of 10 minutes. 

 

Despite national guidance that such interventions should take place at every opportunity, 

rates remain low. Only eight percent of GPs report giving smoking VBA on a daily basis 

(Asthma UK and British Lung Association, 2021), with active offers of support being even 

lower (Brown et al., 2016; Chase et al., 2007; Jackson et al., 2021). This is the case even 

where the system pays GPs to intervene on smoking. The reasons appear to lie partly in 

clinicians’ preferences and values, with clinicians expressing negative attitudes towards and 

experiences of implementing this kind of intervention on smoking (Sharpe et al., 2018; Vogt 

et al., 2005; Williams and Calnan, 1994). Moreover, half of the GPs in the UK report not 

having attended VBA training, which prompted Asthma UK and the British Lung Association, 

(2021) to propose it should be compulsory.  
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What appears to be missing from discussions relating to VBA implementation is analysis of 

qualitative observational data on how it plays out in practice. This is surprising, as this type of 

evidence could potentially: dispel concerns on how patients may react to it; identify 

barriers/facilitators to VBA delivery; and, consequently, be used to inform training and 

guidance on how GPs can best deliver it in practice.   

 

A small number of studies have focused on how discussions about other health behaviours 

(i.e., weight, alcohol consumption and physical inactivity) play out in practice. These studies 

were based on the direct observation of doctor-patient interactions in unmanipulated 

primary care consultations (see Anonymised et al., 2019 for a review; Bergen, 2020;  

Connabeer, 2021; Freeman, 1987; Halkowski, 2012; Pillet-Shore 2006; Sorjonen et al., 2006). 

Two studies examined smoking discussions in primary and secondary care settings in 

Denmark and Norway, respectively (see Guassora et al., 2015; Iverson, 2017). These studies 

have demonstrated how the language used during such discussions, can shape patient 

responses. Collectively, they highlight the importance of examining how health behaviours 

are discussed, not just whether they are discussed or not. 

 

However, we know of only one UK study (Coleman, 1998), that specifically focused on how 

GPs discussed smoking with patients during (recorded and subsequently analysed) primary 

care consultations (Pilnick and Coleman, 2003; 2006; 2010). This study found that GPs 

commonly raised the topic of smoking by linking it to the patients’ presenting or ongoing 

medical conditions.  The authors argued that this approach led to displays of patient 

resistance not usually found in other types of consultations. They also surmised that this 

resistive response was due to the moral implications this approach conveyed i.e. that the 
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patients’ were responsible for their health status, which in turn could undermine the 

legitimacy of asking for, and receiving, help. These findings echo those in the studies of other 

health behaviours listed above. 

  

If such a moral stance is being conveyed, this would align with the position taken by Talcot 

Parsons (1951), a functionalist theorist, who argued that illness should be seen as a 

‘deviance’ and that people should only have access to the ‘sick role’ and the special 

treatment associated with that role (including medical care) if they were not responsible for 

their problems and they were actively trying to get better.  Irrespective of whether a GP 

intends to question patient legitimacy, these findings suggest a need to explore whether (and 

when) GPs talk, during VBA delivery, conveys such a message and how, in turn, patients 

manage this dilemma, as this may impact on the GPs ability to implement VBA.  

 

Pilnick and Coleman (2010) reported that even when patients asked for help, clinicians 

confined their interventions to simple advice on the medical reasons for quitting. It is 

important to note that when data were collected, the current range of treatment options 

(e.g. nicotine replacement therapy, inhalators and stop smoking clinics) were not available. 

This raises the question of how applicable their findings are to current practice. In addition, 

their study data were restricted to basic verbatim transcripts only, as the original video-

recordings were no longer available.  Therefore, the authors were unable to include the 

important fine-grained details of talk-in-interaction, particularly around patient responses, in 

their analyses. 
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Since then, UK guidelines on brief interventions for smoking have been developed that 

diverge from those in other countries. To understand how well these current guidelines map 

onto everyday practice in the UK and be able to either reinforce or suggest evidence-based 

change to this UK guidance or related training, observational studies of smoking discussions 

occurring within a UK primary care  setting are needed.   

 

Our study sought to address the lack of qualitative observational data on how smoking VBA 

plays out in current practice by analysing  more recent datasets of video-recorded primary 

care consultations and detailed transcripts. Conversation analysis was employed due to its 

ability to explore when and how VBA was delivered and patients’ responses.  

 

2. Method  

2.1 Data and participants  

We screened two existing databases of primary care consultation recordings and verbatim 

transcripts with permissions in place for reuse: One in a Million (OiaM) (Anonymous, 2017) 

and Harnessing Resources from the Internet to Maximise Outcomes from GP Consultations 

(HaRI) (Seguin et al., 2018). OiaM provided 293 consultations from 12 practices in south-west 

England recorded in 2014-15 (Jepson et al., 2017) and HARI provided 226 recordings from 8 

practices in London, and the south east of England, recorded in 2017-18. Our study was 

approved by (details omitted for double-blinding review). 

 

2.3 Coding of the 3As  

The 519 transcripts were initially screened for all instances where smoking was discussed. All 

instances in which a GP first mentioned smoking, and it was evident that the patient smoked, 
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were identified in preparation for coding against English guidance on smoking cessation. If 

the patient initiated the smoking discussion, it would not have been appropriate or necessary 

to ask about smoking status; consequently patient-initiated instances were omitted. Non-

smoker instances were omitted too as there would not be reason to Advise or Act. We 

developed a coding system based on NCSCT’s definition of each step (see Box 1), using a 

National Centre for Smoking Cessation and Training (NCSCT) visual outline of the 3As and 

their online 3As video training module (2018), and McEwen et al’s (2019) description of the 

Act component. The Act component of the 3As required more complex coding than Ask and 

Advise, due to various actions being listed as possible, suitable Actions.  In addition, to 

referring patients onto a stop smoking clinic or offering another form of support (e.g. 

prescribed medication), GPs’ talk was  coded as an Act if they: encouraged patients to 

continue with a current cessation attempt; reinforced patient talk that suggested smoking 

cessation was possible or praised previous success with a smoking cessation attempt These 

utterances aligned with ‘building confidence’, a response listed under Act in the simple model 

of the 3As. GPs’ talk was also coded as Act if the GP managed a patient’s decision not to 

receive support by accepting the decision and letting the patient know that support is always 

available if they change their mind. A second coder independently checked a third of all 

included instances.  

It is important to note that since the study was completed the NCSCT’s 3A’s guidelines have 

been slightly updated (2021). The recent changes focused on the importance of 

acknowledging that access to smoking support can vary and altering support offers 

accordingly and on making it visually clearer, in their 3As visual model, on what to do if the 

patient is not interested in receiving support as well as what to do if they are interested (i.e., 
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the Act step). However, these updates would not have altered the coding process (or results) 

in this study, as the actual steps have not been altered.   

Box 1 definitions of the 3As. 

 

2.4 Conversation analytic inquiry   

We re-transcribed all instances where the smoking status question was asked using 

Jeffersonian transcription conventions (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017), to render more detail in 

preparation for Conversation Analysis (CA). CA plays close attention to what participants are 

doing with their talk, drawing on knowledge of how talk is typically constructed to 

understand the unfolding action (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974). We used this method 

to identify talk practices that led to uptake of offers of support and to identify problem areas 

to address in future communication training. For each instance we examined where (in terms 
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of activity phases) and how GPs topicalised smoking, the nature of patients’ responses, and 

whether cessation support was offered.  

 

3.0 Results 

Eighty-five of the 519 consultations contained a mention of smoking. In 71/85 (83%) 

consultations the GP initiated the topic of smoking. In 66/71 (93%) of these instances, the GP 

asked about smoking status (Figure 1). Although the prevalence of smoking was unknown in 

these consulting populations, smoking prevalence at this time in England was around 16% 

meaning around 84 people were likely to have been smoking at the time of the consultation. 

 

3.1 Coding for Very Brief Advice  

In 25 consultations in which a GP first mentioned smoking, it was evident that the patient 

smoked based on their talk (the patient confirmed they were a smoker in response to a 

smoking status question or didn’t challenge a GP’s assumption that they smoked and then 

replied to further smoking related GP talk with responses that indicated they smoked e.g., 

gave details on how much they smoked). This sub-set were used to code for presence or 

absence of the 3As, the coding results are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. However, this 

‘scorecard’ distribution gives a misleading impression about the implementation of VBA, as 

we explore below. 

3.2 Additional contextual details  

In 7/25 instances, the GP implied they had pre-existing knowledge of the patients’ smoking 

status and in two instances the GP explicitly checked their patients’ records. In 18/25 (72%) 
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consultations the GP explicitly foregrounded the patient’s reason for visit or concerns 

disclosed in the consultation as a reason to bring up smoking, either because it was a possible 

cause/aggravator of their presenting condition or because it invoked a need to review risk 

factors/lifestyle behaviours (e.g., repeat prescription of contraceptive pill). In a further 

consultation, the reason for visit could be inferred as leading the GP to initiate a smoking 

discussion (chest infection and ongoing respiratory issues), but the link was less clearly made 

by the GP as the status question came at the end of the consultation. 

GPs asked about smoking during the diagnostic (history taking and examination) activity 

phase in 53/66 (80%) of instances where they enquired about the patient’s smoking status. 

When the status question was asked in the diagnostic phase and the patient stated they were 

a smoker (13 consultations), the GP delivered at least one more 3As step in 7/13 

consultations before continuing with other diagnostic activities. 

In 7/21 (33%) consultations where the GP had asked about/checked smoking status as a 

means of initiating the smoking discussion, and the patient was a smoker, the GP did not 

follow up the patient’s positive response with the Advise and Act component of the 3As.  

There was only one consultation in which a GP did all three steps of VBA as recommended. 

This was a consultation with a couple who were seeking pre-pregnancy advice and to discuss 

one person’s antidepressant medication. The Ask question occurred during the history taking 

phase. The GP then asked for some information relating to the reason for visit and then 

returned to the topic of smoking to first give advice on why the person should quit, then how 

best to quit (use of the stop smoking clinic at the surgery). The GP then ended the smoking 

discussion by suggesting the patient “just have a think” about taking up the offer of support 
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(the Act), before switching to the topic of exercise within the same turn of talk. The entire 

smoking discussion lasted 2 minutes and 32 seconds. 

In the 12 instances where the GP expressed that support was available to the patient, it was 

accepted only once, although this was by the smoker’s wife, rather than the patient himself. 

In four consultations, the patient indicated that they may take up the support in the future. 

There was only one explicit rejection of support offered. In this consultation, the GP accepted 

the patient’s decision and let them know the support would continue to be available, if they 

changed their mind (hence aligning with the 3As guidance on what to do if the patient 

declined the support). 

 

3.2 How did GPs ask about smoking status? 

For our CA study, we included 66 instances where GPs asked about smoking. In these 66 

instances, the smoking status question was predominantly positioned pre-diagnosis (i.e., 

history taking and examination) (53/66, 80%). By locating the smoking status questions here, 

GPs conveyed to patients that their smoking status was part of a larger, ongoing project (e.g., 

diagnostic work); potentially limiting further discussion at this stage. The location and design 

of these questions, therefore, indicated that only a minimal response was required, and that 

the reason for asking the status question was linked to their assessment of the patient’s 

presenting concern or request. See Extract 1 below for an example. 

Prior to Extract 1, the GP has mentioned that the patient sounds “wheezy”. Within the 

extract, we observe the GP asking a series of history-taking questions relating to the patient’s 

respiratory symptoms (lines 1-2, 11 and 16) whilst measuring his oxygen saturation (line 6). In 
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line 19 the GP embeds the smoking status question – explicitly linking it to the action of the 

previous turns through the turn connector “and” (Heritage, 2009).    

 

In Extract 2 below, the patient’s reason for the visit is to receive a repeat prescription of 

contraceptive pills. Prior to the smoking status question, the GP has begun a standard risk 

assessment.  

 

At line 2, “what we need to do is” functions as a list-preface followed by three items 

(Jefferson, 1990), epidemiologically relevant to the decision to prescribe. The first two items, 
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blood pressure (line 3) and weight (line 7), are delivered straightforwardly (no hesitations, 

perturbations, or additional lexical items). In contrast, what turns out to be a question about 

smoking status is initially veiled within the third and final item, “and ask you a few other little 

questions as well” (lines 7-8), which pre-emptively minimises the potentially delicate nature 

of the upcoming question by referring to it as “little.” 

 

The most common grammatical format adopted for smoking status questions were 

information-seeking Yes/No interrogatives (YNI) (51/66 77%), please see Table 3 for further 

details on their design. Most YNI questions eliminated the need for a historical review of any 

previous smoking behaviour, conveyed no presupposition about the patient’s current 

smoking status and did not contain a question preface that marked the upcoming question as 

potentially sensitive (Schegloff, 2007). In consultations where GPs did preface their YNI with a 

sensitivity marker (n=5) they did so by minimising the importance of questions, ruling out 

reasons for asking other than it being routine (e.g. “just for our records…” “just remind 

me…”) or by seeking permission to ask (e.g. “do you mind me asking”…”can I ask you?”).  

 

An alternative grammatical format used for the status question were declarative statements 

such as “not (still) smoking” (n =10), or declarative statements plus tag questions (n= 5).  e.g., 

“you don’t smoke Mrs X, do you?” (See Box 2). While YNIs seek information, declarative 

questions seek confirmation of a presupposition. “Still smoking”, for example, not only 

alludes to prior knowledge of status, but also presumes what the status is likely to be.  
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Importantly, all the question formats concerning the patient’s smoking status, irrespective of 

whether they sought information or confirmation, were designed to require only a minimal 

yes/no response from the patient, rather than an expanded answer.  

 

Follow-up quantification questions 

One of the most commonly observed next steps by GPs, following smokers’ responses to the 

smoking status question, was to follow-up with a quantification question (n=12). Please see 

Box 3 for examples of quantification questions used.  

 

Quantification questions sought a numerical representation of “rate of use” (Halkowski, 

2012) e.g. “10 [cigarettes] a day”.  These types of questions were predominantly delivered 

through ‘how’ prefaced questions, and oriented to the forthcoming response as one that 
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would provide new information. However, in 2 cases, GPs used a “what” prefaced question 

(e.g. “what do you mean by a little”) to indicate clarification was needed on previously 

provided information. The information identified as requiring clarification, was non-numerical 

representations (e.g. “a little bit”) of how the patient smoked – provided in an (elaborated) 

response to a smoking status question (see section below on patient responses for more 

details). 

 

In summary, both the position and composition of the smoking status question and follow-up 

quantification questions placed the topic of smoking firmly within the activity of information 

gathering.  

 

3.3 Patients’ responses to the smoking status and quantification questions  

Patients typically departed from the normative constraints set by the design of the smoking 

status questions (15/21 consultations) by either providing a type-conforming response (e.g. 

“yes”) plus elaboration, such as “I know it’s bad” or “I’ve been thinking of giving up” (4/15 

consultations) or a resistive response (11/15 consultations).  

 

Resistive responses challenged the (medical) agenda (Mishler, 1984; Stivers and Hayashi, 

2010) imposed by the smoking status questions by: claiming that action had already been 

taken to address the issue (present in 5 consultations); by using social norms of smoking 

behaviour or using a social scenario to minimise and justify the smoking behaviour (present in 

6 consultations) or by using indefinite frequencies to prevent exact quantification of their 

smoking (present in 10 consultations). In addition, one patient responded with a complaint, 
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challenging a presupposition of askability (Stivers 2010): “why do you always have to ask that 

question”. 

 

Seven GP-initiated smoker consultations only included the Ask component of the 3As. In one, 

the conversation was discontinued after strong resistance to both the smoking status and 

quantification questions. In other instances, patients’ non-type-conforming resistive 

responses pre-emptively (but less forcefully) resisted progression of talk on smoking. The 

responses thereby appeared to anticipate awareness of the step-wise trajectory that these 

questions initiated. 

 

Responding with indefinite frequencies 

Some patients responded to a status question by contextualising their smoking behaviour 

through an indefinite frequency, which minimised their smoking behaviour e.g. ‘not a lot’, 

‘sometimes’ or ‘hardly ever’. By providing this non-type conforming response in this location, 

the patient’s talk resisted confirming a smoker identity and pre-emptively resisted providing 

a quantifiable amount that could be medically assessed through comparisons to other 

standards of behaviour (see Halkowski, 2012).  

 

In Extract 3, below, a patient and their care worker (CW in transcript) are visiting the practice 

for the first time to organise prescriptions following the patient relocating. Immediately prior 

to where the extract starts, the GP asked permission to take the patient’s blood pressure 

(which the patient agreed to).  
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The patient’s response to the smoking status question (line 1), provides an example of a non-

type-conforming response, “sometimes”; (line 3) which avoids dichotomous 

categorisation. In line 4, the GP offers a repeat receipt whilst nodding (line 5). In line 7, the 

GP goes on to ask a tailored quantification question “How often is sometimes?” This is 

notably said with a smile voice (marked by £ symbol). However, the patient again (line 9) 

resists the terms of the question with “not very much”. In line 11, the GP pursues a response 

issuing a candidate answer question (Pomerantz, 1998) for confirmation, “Every day?” The 

patient disconfirms ‘not been that much’ without providing an alternative (line 13), which the 

carer confirms, line 14), and the GP returns to examining the patient without revisiting the 

topic.   

 

For a further example of how GPs attempt secure this information ‘on record’ see Extract 4, 

below where the GP moves from asking about smoking status to attempt quantification.  
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The patient responds to the quantification question (“How much are you smoking?” -  line 8), 

with a negated positive, “Not a lot, and that really is that’s genuine” (line 10). The personal 

appeal, “and that really is genuine”, works to rule out negative inferences around the veracity 

of his answer. Despite this, the GP still purses a specific metric (line 15), this time by 

modelling an option list of candidate answers that might satisfy their purpose-for-asking, 

from which the patient specifies ‘Ten’.  

 

Patients’ responses to GPs’ quantification questions (that followed smoking status questions) 

also resisted their agenda by providing an indefinite frequency e.g. “not much,” rather than 

the sought after numerical rate/count.  When such responses were given in this location 

(6/12 consultations), numerical conversions were also often pursued by GPs – giving weight 

to the suggestion that the agenda of quantification questions was to obtain a metric.  These 

type of pursuits (both after status and quantification questions) were also observed by 
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Halkowski (2012) in his study on doctors’ interactional work to elicit counts and rates of 

alcohol use (also see Raymond and White, 2017 on ‘time-reckoning’ pursuits in response to 

‘how long’ and ‘when’ questions).   

 

Negotiating the medical relevancy of the smoking behaviour through reference to social 

categories/situations 

Another way that patients’ talk resisted potential negative judgement associated with 

smoking was by negotiating their membership of the category ‘smoker’. In Extract 5, below, 

we return to the consultation presented in Extract 2, where the patient was seeking a repeat 

contraceptive prescription. 

 

Here the patient’s response to the smoking status question is delayed (pauses in lines 4 and 

5) and marked by verbal perturbations (elongated “Er” and “yeah” line 5), which indicate 

difficulty in responding (Jefferson, 1980). This indication of trouble is corroborated by an 

extension to her type-conforming answer “yeah”, which negotiates membership away from 

the more problematic category of ‘smoker’ by aligning with a less problematic sub-category - 

‘casual’ smoker (line 5). This category membership minimises the extent of her smoking and 

enables her to benefit from the ratification afforded by framing her behaviour as socially 

permissible.  
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This interactional strategy has also been found in smoking cessation discussions between 

doctors and patients in Norwegian and Swedish secondary and emergency care visits 

(Iverson, 2017). Stating smoking only happened socially, at work or in one case, while they 

were in a rehabilitation centre (where there was ‘little else to do’) was used to downplay 

smoking behaviour – with the patient’s talk attributing the behaviour to a specific social 

situation, rather than to themselves. 

 

Claiming action is already underway  

Patients also actively resist further discussion about their smoking behaviour by orienting to 

the topic as redundant, due to the fact that they are already addressing it. In Extract 6, a 

young woman presented concerns about an ongoing (self-diagnosed) chest-infection and a 

need for a repeat prescription of an asthma inhaler. Before the extract starts, the GP took a 

history of her symptoms, previous medical decisions regarding asthma (diagnosis and 

prescriptions), and past history of chest infections. Prior to, and during, the occurrence of the 

smoking status question (line 5), the GP has been examining the patient.  
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We observe an early indication of the smoking status question generating interactional 

trouble through the delayed and perturbed start to the patient’s type-conforming response 

(lines 6-7). The patient flags an upcoming disjunctive shift “yeah but” (Antaki, 2008) before 

expanding her response “I have kind of stopped” (line 7), suggesting that the question is 

inapposite; making it harder for the GP to progress to advice-giving (Shaw and Hepburn, 

2013). 

 

Claiming to have already performed an action that is advised by another has been identified 

as an interactional strategy for resisting the role of advisee (Ekberg and LeCouter, 2015; Shaw 

and Hepburn, 2013), and for resisting treatment recommendations (Anonymised, 2018). 

Here, the patient is using the same strategy to pre-emptively resist forthcoming advice 

and/or a recommendation to quit. While it would be very difficult to refute the advantages of 

quitting smoking, the patient can use their claim of ‘firstness’ to challenge the relevancy of 

any such advice were it to follow. Claiming ‘firstness’ also manages the patient’s moral stake 

on this topic, as it removes the moral question of why they have not addressed this issue 

themselves (Shaw and Hepburn, 2013). By stating prior action has been taken, the patient 

can portray herself as someone who wants to look after their own health and get better, i.e. 

as someone who is a ‘good patient’. 

 

In conclusion, patients sometimes used their responses to the smoking status and 

quantification questions to challenge their appositeness by minimising the extent of their 

smoking or rendering potential next actions redundant. In the latter instances, patients 

oriented to an expectation of what canonical next steps the GP would take. Combined, the 

interactional features of the GPs’ topic initiating questions, and the work done by patients’ 
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responses, frustrate the implementation of the smoking status question as a first step in 

smoking VBA.  

 

3.4 How did GPs Advise? 

As reported in the coding results section, GPs advised patients on the best form of support (a 

combination of medication and specialised support - see Extract 7 for an example) in only 

3/25 (12%) consultations. Patients responded to this type of advice by either receipting the 

information with a minimal token (e.g. “okay”) (n=2) or by asking for further information 

(n=1).   

 

If applying a broader definition of ‘Advise’ than was used in the initial coding process (as an 

utterance that just gave information on support options, not on what support works best), 

then Advise could have been coded in 11/25 (44%) GP-initiated smoker consultations. The 

most frequent type of support mentioned in both uses of the Advise step was stop smoking 

clinics (n=9/11). The extent of information given by the GP on what help the clinic provided, 

varied substantially. The clinic was either briefly mentioned or specific details were given 
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about what type of support they provided. In other coded Advise talk, GPs mentioned 

treatments that were available, but did not associate them with the stop smoking clinic 

(n=2/11). 

 

Advise talk was typically located as part of an extended sequence following the initial 

smoking status question. In the consultations (n=6/11) in which the (broad and more specific) 

advice followed immediately after the smoking status question, the GP linked the patient’s 

presenting problem and smoking: a), immediately before giving the advice (in 4 

consultations) b), straight after delivering advice (one consultation) and c), after stating the 

(general) importance of quitting (one consultation).  

 

In 4/11 consultations the GP moved on to another activity (related to the presented concern) 

prior to re-topicalising smoking. GPs often reintroduced smoking within treatment planning, 

sometimes by linking back to the presenting problem and their smoking behaviour before 

proceeding to give advice. These ‘split’ discussions were typically started pre-diagnosis and 

returned to post-diagnosis in the treatment planning phase of the consultation.  

 

Advising on the reasons why a patient should quit smoking is a step that the NCSCT 

specifically recommends against using (NCSCT, 2018), and was not counted as an instance of 

Advise in this dataset. However, we observed that GPs did give treatment implicative advice 

(advising patients on why they should quit by linking smoking to one of the patient’s health 

issues, often the presenting issue, and hence implying quitting could form part of a treatment 

plan – Bergen, 2020) in 13 consultations and gave plain advice (stating that quitting would be 

good for their health generally – Bergen, 2020) in 3 consultations.  There was observable 
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active resistance - an overt, verbalised challenge (see Stivers, 2005) to both of these types of 

advice giving (n= 8/16, 50%). The resistance did not challenge the link, but downplayed the 

seriousness of the smoking, highlighted other contributing causes to the health issue, 

prioritised another health issue that stopping smoking may negatively effect (their weight) or 

referred to reasons why quitting would be difficult. GPs advised on why patients should quit 

without detailing how support could assist them (either by providing information on the best 

forms of support or by just listing forms of support) in 6 consultations.  

 

 

3.5 How did GPs Act? 

The NCSCT training module on the 3As (2021) recommends that the final Act step is tailored 

to the patient’s response. If patients are ready to take action, then the GP can either refer 

them onto a specialist or arrange a further appointment to review treatment options. If the 

patient is not ready to stop smoking, then the GP can use the Act step to emphasise that 

support is available in the future, when the patient is ready to try quitting.  

 The only format used to recommend smoking cessation support in GP-initiated smoker 

consultations was an offer. Nearly all offers (n=9/12, 75%) adopted a conditional format e.g. 

“if you want to”, framing the offer as anticipatory – a response to future readiness.  The 

offers followed displays of patient resistance within the preceding smoking discussion in 8/9 

consultations.  
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Extract 8 provides an example of a patient resisting a conditional offer of smoking support. 

Immediately prior to this part of the consultation, a discussion on the patient’s presenting 

concern (a painful verruca) has drawn to a close. While issuing the prescription, the GP 

makes reference to a note on the patient’s medical records stating they smoke –using this as 

a means of transitioning into a smoking status question.  
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Here the patient employs an indefinite frequency to reply to the smoking status question –

line 4 and claims the categorisation of a social smoker – line 6.  In line 10, the GP asks a 

negatively framed declarative question, “You haven’t thought about just giving it up,” that is 

advice-implicative (Shaw, Potter and Hepburn, 2015). In response the patient produces an 

elongated ‘Nah,’ abandoning a possible account, ’I jus-‘, with a qualified confirming ‘no not 

really’ (lines 13-16).  The GP then pursues this response with a further negative declarative 

question at line 18 presupposing the basis for the patient’s resistance that the patient 

confirms. A little later, we see the GP offering support - contingent on a change of state 

regarding patient desire (“If you change your mind and you want to stop, we can always 

help” –lines 45, 47), displaying a sensitivity to earlier patient resistance.  

However, this offer format was also used when there had not been a prior resistance. Extract 

9, below, provides an illustration. The patient has not been adhering to their diabetes 

medication, and the consultation has already been running for 21 minutes prior this point. 

However, prior to the discussion presented, the patient has, in response to a smoking status 

question, indicated a desire to quit.  
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Following prescribing, at line 6, the GP asserts that the practice has a stop smoking clinic. 

However, there is no immediate uptake from the patient. They then extend the turn with an 

increment ‘which you can book into’. Still with no uptake, the GP then presents two 

alternative options (booking into the stop smoking clinic now or later); orienting to the 

possibility that the patient might not be ready to take action. The patient opts to defer action 

on smoking for now.  

 

Overall, the design features of GPs’ offers of support for smoking cessation conveyed low 

agency and endorsement of the recommended action (Anonymised, 2018). It was often 

unclear what patients’ thought about, or intended to do about, these offers. Within our data, 

there were few instances of GPs pursing a response to an offer of smoking cessation support. 

In one instance, the GP followed-up a non-response by clearly stating that they wanted them 

to quit and linking a discussed health issue (high blood pressure) with smoking.  In another 

case, a GP followed a non-response with an explanation of why the stop smoking clinic 

provided the best chance of successfully quitting, plus linked the presenting problem to 

smoking. The lack of pursuit of a response stands in marked contrast to how health 

professionals normally pursue a response to treatment recommendations (Stivers and 

Timmermans, 2020). We observed GPs sometimes restricting the opportunity space for 

patients to respond (by undertaking concurrent activity, such as writing and handing over a 

prescription or rapid/latched topic shifts and/or through a lack of clear cues in turn design to 

mobilise patient response (e.g. rising intonation or a tag question at the end of the offer).  

 

The Act of framing smoking cessation support as future based, within consultations where 

patients demonstrated resistance to the topic beforehand, arguably aligns with the 3As 

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17823a95733/10.1080/10410236.2020.1813952/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/index.xhtml#cit0030
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recommendation to accept when the patient is not ready and ensure they know support will 

still be available if they change their mind. However, in this data set, GPs were typically not 

responding to patients’ responses to the Advise step (Advise only preceded an offer of 

support (Act) in 1/12 consultations),  but were instead tailoring their ‘Act’ step in response to 

their first step, Ask, or other interactional actions they had taken (e.g. the quantification 

questions they asked).This raises the question of whether they were truly tailoring their Act 

step to patients’ preferences regarding smoking cessation support or were pre-emptively 

making interactional choices based on initial ‘ problematic interactional steps.  Furthermore, 

without a response to the Advise step or a pursuit of a response to the offer of support, GPs 

were left  without an indication of what the patient intended to do. In addition to possibly 

delaying action, this outcome may have hindered their ability to tailor follow up smoking 

discussions. 

 

Discussion 

Through combining content coding for the 3As with conversation analysis, we examined the 

distribution of VBA in video-recorded primary care consultations, and how its delivery can be 

consequential for the trajectory of smoking discussions with patients. The three steps as 

envisaged in the brief intervention guidance occurred in only one consultation. GPs 

commonly assessed patients’ smoking status, but usually in the context of ruling in/out 

causative factors to a presenting problem pre-diagnosis – potentially invoking a moral stance 

and creating a combative environment from the outset. This suggestion is supported by the 

frequency in which the smoking status and quantification questions led to patient resistance. 

These resistance displays shaped the unfolding trajectory of smoking discussions, resulting in 

conditional offers of cessation support, responses to which were seldom pursued. Smoking 
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cessation guidelines and training may therefore wish to consider encouraging GPs to initiate 

smoking discussions through other means, which are less likely to lead to resistance.  

GPs also commonly gave advice, mostly on why the patient should stop (to reduce health 

risks) than advising on the best ways to stop smoking. This approach is more akin to US 

guidelines, which advocate this activity, rather than English guidelines, which advocate simply 

advising on how to stop smoking. Advising people on why they should stop smoking was 

often followed by active resistance. This finding corroborates sociological work that discredits 

the use of a social cognition model (that proposes understanding of harm is the issue and 

education is the answer) and findings from earlier work on recorded consultations, where 

advising people presenting with smoking-related health problems on why they should quit 

led to overt resistance (Pilnick and Coleman, 2003). Contrastingly, Bergen (2020) found that 

advice relating to behaviour change may be more acceptable to patients in (US) primary care 

consultations (at least in comparison to plain, unrelated advice) when the physician frames 

the advice as ‘treatment-implicative’ (a format which uses the epistemic authority the 

physician has on the medical issue, to demonstrate the necessary deontic authority to advise 

a patient on their behaviour/lifestyle). Such conflicting findings perhaps highlights the need 

for cross-cultural comparative studies on specific behaviours/lifestyle discussions. 

The interactional challenges of addressing smoking may have contributed to GPs electing to 

use recommendation formats (and deliveries) that framed the patient as the instigator of the 

action and making this something for the patient to decide in the future. Connabeer (2021) 

found that GPs frequently used ‘if then’ conditional constructions to manage anticipated or 

actual difficulties in giving advice during lifestyle discussions. This suggests that the use of 
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conditionals may be a broader strategy, by GPs, on how to manage interactional difficulties 

during lifestyle discussions. 

We have highlighted common interactional problems in smoking discussions. For example, 

asking about smoking appears to be helpful for GPs in establishing a relevant epidemiological 

factor linked to diagnostic probabilities, but a delicate matter for patients. GP records contain 

a relatively recent record of smoking status of almost all patients (Gao et al., 2022), and most 

GP computer systems in use in the UK display this during the consultation. Whether the 

patient has stopped smoking in the past year or two since the last update has little bearing 

on the probability of, for example, smoking-related cancer. An alternative, which is arguably 

more epidemiologically relevant, is for GPs to ask whether a person has ever smoked, which 

may not carry the same potential for generating resistance.  

GPs may also benefit from further research on: 1), whether the 3As approach to Advising (by 

detailing why support offered would provide the best opportunity for them to succeed in 

their smoking cessation attempt) leads to less resistance than their more common approach 

of linking health problems to smoking and 2), whether different action formats, are more 

successful in eliciting uptake from patients. Future behaviour change interventions could 

then be built combining evidence with relevant sociological theory, which, in turn, could 

inform policy recommendations – ensuring tobacco policy is based on what works in practice, 

as well as on what action is wanted/needed and why.  

There are limitations to this study. We examined over 500 patient consultations, but the 

prevalence of smoking among them was unknown. We were also unable to assess how 

patients responded to a VBA intervention as conceived because no such examples were 

observed. Lastly, we chose to focus our analyses on GP-initiated discussions and did not 
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examine consultations where the patient first mentioned smoking. A further study examining 

smoking discussions in this type of context may yield insights on how this situation may affect 

the suitability of 3As steps and/or how they should be delivered. 

In conclusion, our findings have illustrated how common ways of talking about smoking 

during primary care consultations can lead to resistance and halt progressivity. Describing the 

value of stop smoking support, making a clear unambiguous offer of support, and seeking 

commitment were rare. New guidance is needed to address this; however, developers should 

consider the interactional difficulties that following idealised recommendations (which do not 

reflect how patients may respond), may engender in clinical practice. 
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